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CartManager XD is the answer for safer and faster cart collection.

With CartManager XD employees can retrieve up to 30 carts (1,500) at a

time dropping collection time and labor hours by up 50%. With faster cart

collection the whole of your fleet is utilized, meaning your customers aren’t

waiting for a cart. CartManager XD also improves safety, the powerful

motor, emergency brake and a high visibility lights, allowing employees

to easily navigate chains of carts through high traffic parking lots. 

Moving Cart Retrieval Forward

Cart collection is a hazardous task. Vehicle and pedestrian

traffic in parking lots present obstacles that slow down cart

collection. Employees are limited to collecting 10 carts at a time

due to the weight, 500 lbs., and the risk of injury. Employees

moving carts are often slow and unmaneuverable making them

more vulnerable to accidents with faster moving vehicles.

“One in three workplace
  injuries are from
  overexertion.” 

  Bureau of Labor Statistics

“126 of the total 277
  pedestrians injured
  due to being struck 
  by a vehicle or mobile 
  equipment at workplace
  took place in a 
  parking lot.”

  Bureau of Labor Statistics
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How it Works

CartManager XD is a remote 

and hand operated cart pusher. 

Carts are daisy chained 

together and driven by 

CartManager with employees 

steering the chain from the 

front while using the remote. 

CartManager XD also can 

emit an unlock signal to 

SmartWheels making off 

lot collection quicker. 

Why is it great for you?
CartManager XD helps your employees clear parking lots of carts faster  while increasing 
safety and reducing labor hours.  With the greater control and visibility offered by the 
CartManager XD the risk of parking lot accidents is greatly reduced. Powered by the 
3 HP motor employees can collect up to 3 times more while having a significantly lower 
risk of injury. Labor hours associated with cart collection can be reduced by 50% 
freeing employees to focus on customer service. 
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See CartManager Our Patents Contact UsLearn More

Occupational Safety and

Health Administration

(OSHA) acknowledges

“there are ergonomic risk 

factors associated with

cart retrieval.”

OSHA regulations (Title 8, 

Section 3203) requires 

employers to identify and 

correct job hazards, such as 

those associated with 

manual cart retrieval.

Benefit payments under 

workers' compensation 

programs totaled 

$63.6 billion in 2013.

3.0 Horsepower Motor

Safety Brakes For
Emergency Stops

High Visibility Light 
For Safety Awareness

Built Tough 
For Years 

Of Daily Use

8 Hour 
Battery Life

http://staging.gatekeepersystems.com/cart-management.php
https://youtu.be/rj1yckuCx1M
http://staging.gatekeepersystems.com/patents.php
http://staging.gatekeepersystems.com/contact.php
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